
Characters D6 / Coastal defender stormtrooper (Shoretroopers)

Type: Coastal defender stormtrooper (Shoretroopers)

Dexterity: 2D

        Blaster: 4D

        Dodge: 4D

        Brawling Parry: 4D

Knowledge: 2D

        Survival (Coastal Area): 3D

Perception: 2D

        Search: 3D+2

Strength: 2D

        Brawling: 3D

        Stamina: 3D

Mechanical: 2D

Technical: 2D

Move: 10

Equipment: Blaster rifle 5D, Coastal Defender Stormtrooper

armor (head, body and arms (+2D Physical, +1D Energy) legs

(+1D Physical, +2 Energy), -1D Dexterity, -1 Move, +1 Search)

Description: Coastal defender stormtroopers, more commonly

known as shoretroopers, were a specialized variant of the

Galactic Empire's stormtroopers trained and equipped for combat in tropical environments. Stationed at

the top secret Imperial security complex on the tropical planet Scarif, shoretroopers patrolled the beaches

and bunkers of the facility. Shoretroopers operated, effectively, as Sergeants which allowed them to

command small squads of regular stormtroopers. One of the notable aspects of coastal defender

stormtroopers was that the position they serve in was rotational (temporary); subject to rank (skills and

qualification) and operational demands (open positions due to mobilization or transfers). On a galactic

scale, Shoretroopers, as a whole, were scarce, as the conditions for necessitating their employment were

less frequent i.e. few stations or garrisons were located on coastal/tropical planets. Shoretroopers

wielded both the E-11 blaster rifle and the upgraded E-22 blaster rifle while stationed on Scarif.

Del Meeko served as a shoretrooper prior to becoming a TIE fighter pilot.

There were at least three distinct ranks of shoretroopers, all with unique armor markings. Regular

shoretroopers featured sand colored armor, with a red band around their right arm and a white stripe

around their left shoulder guard. Squad leaders were identified by a sand blue stripe that went along the

top of their chest plates and onto the top of their shoulder guards. Squad leaders also sported a kama

attached to their belt. Shoretrooper captains had almost all of their chest plates blue, along with a small



plate of armor that was on their left side. Their right shoulder guard was sand colored, but their left

shoulder guard was all sand blue, save for the white stripe. Further down the same arm, there were

stripes of sand blue and yellow. Shoretroopers were also known to use different armor load-outs or

weapon configurations based on the conditions of where they were stationed or serve. 
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